Lockwood, M. and Owens, M. J. (2013) Comment on "What causes the flux excess in the heliospheric magnetic field?" by E.
[1] Smith [2011] (hereafter S11) advises against employing the modulus of the radial component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) when using in situ magnetic field measurements from the heliosphere to remotely sense the open solar flux and argues that it causes what Lockwood et al. [2009a Lockwood et al. [ , 2009b (LEA09) have termed the "excess flux," as detected empirically by Owens et al. [2008] (OEA08). We here point out the wider implications of this debate about the best way to derive open solar flux (OSF) from measurements made by near-Earth spacecraft. The aim is to quantify OSF (also called the coronal source flux), and we here consider the "unsigned" OSF-i.e., the total magnetic flux (of either polarity) threading the coronal source surface (which is usually taken to be at a heliocentric sphere of radius R = 2.5R • , where R • is the mean photospheric radius). The approaches of S11 and OEA08/LEA09 are actually complementary, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. We therefore think it neither correct nor helpful to advocate the use of one over the other, rather, it is important to fully understand the strengths, limitations, and applicability of both. What is most interesting is that the two approaches generate similar answers in several important respects. We here concentrate on the implications for the long series of measurements made close to Earth (i.e., in the ecliptic plane near r = R 1 = 1 astronomical unit [AU]).
A Note on Terminology
[2] Before continuing we wish to clear up what appears to be a confusion about terminology and the use of the terms "excess flux" and "flux excess." We have used the two interchangeably in our previous publications, but in writing and revising this comment, it has become apparent that Smith regarded these as different and used the term "flux excess" for the increase of flux with distance when using the modulus and "excess flux" for the difference between coronal source flux and the flux obtained using the modulus at 1 AU. We have not, and do not, make this distinction as we think it confusing, as one is merely a special case of the other. We here base our terminology on that adopted in equation (2) of Lockwood et al. [2009a] , which defined "flux excess" ΔF to be
where T is the time scale on which the modulus is taken, CR is the Carrington rotation interval (on which the average is taken), and B R and B R1 are the radial fields at a general heliocentric distance R and at R = R 1 = 1 AU, respectively. (Note that Lockwood et al. actually used a factor 2p rather 4p in because they were discussing signed, rather than unsigned, fluxes). The first and second terms of the righthand side (RHS) of equation (1) are therefore the (unsigned) fluxes obtained using the modulus for a general heliocentric distance R and for R = R 1 = 1 AU. If we consider R = R S , where R S is the radius of the coronal source surface (here taken to be 2.5R • ), then the first term of the RHS of equation (1) becomes 4pR S 2 <|B RS | T > CR which, by definition, is the (unsigned) coronal source flux OSF. Hence from equation (1), the difference between the flux obtained by using the modulus at R = R 1 = 1 AU and the coronal source flux OSF is the same thing as ΔF for R = R S . Because ΔF depends on R, in order to have any meaning when quantified, the value of R to which it applies must always be specified. We did not intend "excess flux" to refer to ΔF for R = R S and "flux excess" to refer to ΔF for all other R: rather we refer to ΔF at any R using either term and specify the R that it applies to. The reason we introduced the excess flux was to investigate using near-Earth measurements to quantify OSF (that threads the surface at R = R S ), and so we are most interested in ΔF for R = R S , which we here refer to as ΔF S .
Approaches to Remote Sensing of the Unsigned Open Solar Flux Using In Situ Magnetic Field Data in the Heliosphere
[3] The method advocated by S11 requires that the source radial field polarity be estimated (meaning the polarity of the radial component of the field line on which the spacecraft observation is made, but at the point where it threads the coronal source surface rather than at the spacecraft) and the radial field component observed at the satellite subsequently be averaged over the intervals for which this source field polarity is uniform. For polar regions at sunspot minimum, the source surface polarity is assumed uniform whereas within the streamer belt the source sectors (intervals of uniform source radial field polarity) [Wilcox, 1968] are identified and used. At sunspot maximum, both toward (T) and away (A) field is seen at all latitudes [e.g., McComas et al., 2003] and so the boundary between the low-latitude and high-latitude regimes must be varied with the phase of the solar cycle. For the near-Earth measurements discussed here, the unipolar, high-latitude source condition will apply only rarely around sunspot minimum (when the polar coronal holes are at their largest) and potentially more often around March/September (when Earth is at its greatest excursion from the heliographic equator). Having defined the T and A source field sectors (and, where applicable, the entries into the polar unipolar regions), S11 advocates that the radial field observed by the satellite, B R1 , be averaged separately over intervals of T and A source field and then their moduli be combined together to give <B R (+,À)>, defined by
where B R is the radial field component of the field line observed at the satellite, B RS is the same component at the point where the field line threads the coronal source surface, and f B RS >0 is the fraction of the averaging interval for which B RS > 0. It is important to note that the averaging must be done over intervals defined by the source field radial polarity (such that B RS /|B RS | is constant): use of the polarity observed at the spacecraft would give the same answer as taking the modulus because for any parameter X,
[4] Note that the prime symbol is used to highlight the subtle difference between the definitions in equations (2) and (3). Because <B R (+,À)> has been found to be independent of heliographic latitude [Smith and Balogh, 1995] , the unsigned open solar flux (averaged over at least one Carrington Rotation, CR, to average out longitudinal structure) is then computed from
[5] This method has advantages because it has the potential to average out structure that causes both polarities of B R to be seen at the spacecraft within a single source sector (defined by an interval of uniform radial source field polarity B RS /| B RS |). Because it is present at the satellite but not at the source surface, this structure has originated in the heliosphere: it can arise from a number of physical phenomena, including Alfvén wave growth, transients such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs), kinematic effects of solar wind flow structure on the frozen-in field, and the outward propagating structures, such as plasmoids and folded flux tubes, generated by near-Sun reconnection of flux. However, as discussed below, such structure is not completely averaged out by the S11 procedure because these phenomena can introduce latitudinal variations, such that the radial field is altered at the satellite, but the compensating region is at a different latitude and so remains unseen by the satellite. There is also an unknown uncertainty in OSF deduced by equation (4) introduced by the initial estimation of the source radial field polarity from the remote, near-Earth in situ observations. If structure that is deemed to be heliospherically imposed actually mapped back to the source surface, the S11 method will cancel out genuine T and A source sector structure and hence underestimate OSF. Conversely, if heliospherically imposed changes in B R polarity are misidentified as genuine source sector structure, then the OSF would be overestimated.
[6] Consequently, OEA08/LEA09 are not confident that the radial field polarity at the source surface is known with sufficient accuracy for some applications. For example, using electrons with energies >2 keV to determine the connectivity between near-Earth space and the source surface, Kahler et al. [1996] found clear examples of opposite polarity field within well-defined sectors and found that in all cases they showed bidirectional electron streaming which they associated with coronal mass ejections (CMEs) on a wide range of spatial scales. For CMEs within an inferred source sector, the flux could be cancelled out by using equation (4) but would thread the source surface and hence CMEs are one source of potential error when applying equation (4). The net heat flux from the electron data show regions where the heat flux is toward the Sun. These unambiguously reveal "folded flux" (in which source T field is folded so it points away from the Sun at greater R or source A field is folded so it points back toward the Sun, as discussed further in section 3 below). Folded flux is often found in the vicinity of sector boundaries [Kahler et al., 1998; Crooker et al., 2004] along with seemingly plasmoidal structures [Foullon et al., 2011] (which may, in some cases, actually be folded flux that has latitudinal structure). OSF shows long-term variations [Lockwood et al., 2009c; Lockwood, 2010] , which means that there are intervals where the open flux production dominates over its loss and intervals when the opposite applies. The analysis of finds that CMEs are the dominant source of new OSF and reconnection (giving folded flux) is the loss mechanism: both have the potential to introduce uncertainties into the application of equation (4). In addition, as a result of folded flux, Lin [1994, 1995] deduced some sector boundaries did not show local field reversals and some field reversals were seen away from sector boundaries. Hence, defining source sector structure from in situ magnetic field data cannot be assumed to be infallible.
[7] Bearing in mind these and other uncertainties, OEA08/ LEA09 avoided defining source sectors by taking the modulus of the observed radial field |B R |, which is also found to be independent of heliographic latitude [Lockwood et al., 2004] . However, the variety of effects between the source surface and the Earth discussed above mean that |B R | increases with radial distance (as demonstrated empirically by OEA08), and hence, LEA09 advocate the use of
[8] Applying this at 1 AU it becomes
(here and hereafter we use B R to mean the radial field at R = R 1 , unless otherwise stated). Equation (5) is a simple
(3) restatement of equation (1) for R = R S , for which ΔF = ΔF S where ΔF S is what LEA09 called the "excess flux" between the source surface and 1 AU. There is no logical inconsistency between equations (4) and (5), and they will both give the same answer if the correct sector boundaries are used in equation (4) (and proper allowance is made for CME transients, etc.) and if the correct value of ΔF S is used in equation (5). But therein lies the difficulty with the LEA09 method: a means to estimate ΔF S is required. LEA09 devised a method to use the measurements of the near-Earth tangential field and flow to map back from R = R 1 to R = R S = 2.5R • and evaluate how much radial field structure has been amplified by longitudinal flow structure in the heliosphere. Such effects are known to take place, for example, prolonged intervals a near-radial heliospheric field [Jones et al., 1998 ] have been explained by Riley and Gosling [2007] in terms of this effect. Because this was based on the frozen-in flux theorem and simple kinematics, LEA09 termed this the kinematic correction. It is a simple, single correction that has to account for the variety of effects discussed above; however, because for all of these phenomena the frozen-in theorem applies, it does have the potential to make allowance for them. LEA09 were concerned about the uncertainty in the flow gradients required on short time scales and so assumed that structure on time scales less than 1 h was all heliospheric in origin (and did not reflect genuine source sector structure): hence, they preaveraged the data over 1 h intervals before taking the modulus. Therefore Alfvén waves and any other B R structure on time scales shorter than 1 h were averaged out. This simple correction could well be improved upon, but LEA09 showed it could match the rise in |B R | with R found by OEA08 and that it also made the OSF derived using equation (5) consistent with that derived from photospheric magnetograms using the Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) method [Schatten et al., 1969; Schatten, 1999] . Using the excess flux correction has the advantage of making the allowance for phenomena between the source surface and the satellite explicit and not hidden in the averaging over inferred source sectors. The uncertainties in OSF associated with the use of equation (5) and the LEA09 kinematic correction were studied by Lockwood and Owens [2009] , who also showed that the constancy of the radial field was greater if the latitudinal dependence of excess flux (which depends on the phase of the solar cycle) was first removed.
[9] For completeness, we here mention that there are two other methods that have been used to derive OSF from near-Earth IMF data. The first also employs the modulus but applies it to the radial field that has been preaveraged over intervals of duration t av . OSF is then computed from
[10] The rationale is that structure on time scales smaller than t av is heliospheric in origin whereas on time scales longer than t av it mirrors structure in the source field-in which case, preaveraging over the intervals of duration t av would remove the heliospheric effect without cancelling out genuine solar source sector structure. Again, there is no logical inconsistency of equation (6) with either equation (4) or equation (5) in that there is always a value of t av for which (6) will give the correct answer. The difficulty with this method is in knowing what t av should be (noting that it may vary with time). Sheeley [1995, 2003] used a constant value of t av = 1 day to get the best agreement with near-Earth observations and the OSF derived from photospheric magnetograms using the PFSS method. (However, note that this best fit value for t av may have been influenced by other corrections used on the magnetograph data). Lastly, we note that a fourth method has recently been published by Erdős and Balogh [2012] . This involves analysis of the field in a frame aligned to the Parker spiral direction, as computed from the frozen-in flux theorem using the observed solar wind flow speed. It is not the purpose of this comment to discuss this method, but we note that disconnected flux is often well aligned with the Parker spiral [Crooker et al., 2004; Foullon et al., 2011; Owens et al., 2013] and that the authors used an averaging interval t av = 6 h to match the OSF estimates derived from the satellite to the PFSS values, and hence, there is an element of equation (6) in use here also.
[11] One technical detail to note at this stage is that in the OEA08/LEA09 procedure the modulus was applied to hourly means of B R (i.e., t av = 1 h). Lockwood et al. [2009a] studied the effect of structure between 1 s and 1 h on these values for both the streamer belt and the highlatitude polar heliosphere at sunspot minimum. The effect was small and very similar in the two cases. As mentioned above, in taking the modulus of hourly means, it is assumed that polarity fluctuations on time scales below 1 h are all heliospheric in origin, i.e., they do not map back to corresponding polarity fluctuations at the coronal source surface.
Folded Flux
[12] Figure 1 illustrates why the method employed is an important consideration in the context of computing OSF. Figures 1a and 1b show two heliospheric structures viewed from over the north pole of the Sun in a frame rotating with the Sun, so the dashed arrow shows the motion of an observing platform which detects the temporal variation of B R given in Figure 1c as the Sun rotates. In the two cases, the same field away from the Sun is seen between B and C, but the connectivity to the source surface is different. In order to use the S11 procedure properly, one needs to address the question "is the short interval between B and C the passage of region of A field that maps back to an A sector at coronal source surface, sandwiched between two larger T sectors AB and CD (as in a), or is it a heliospheric structure in the middle of a single T source sector AD (as in b)?." We will refer to BC in Figure 1a as a "genuine" field sector because it does map back to a matching sector structure in the coronal source surface, but BC in Figure 1b is heliospherically imposed structure because it does not. Such large-scale field inversions as shown in 1b are called "folded flux" and are known to exist from observations of electrons, heat fluxes [Crooker et al., 2004] , and Alfvén waves [Balogh et al., 1999] . For the case in Figure 1b the open solar flux is smaller than for Figure 1a . Hence in the S11 procedure, making the correct decision about the nature of BC influences whether one gets the correct answer when computing OSF using equation (4).
[13] For high latitudes, Balogh et al. [1999] have shown that Alfvén waves, known to be generated near the Sun, are found propagating back toward the Sun for extended intervals (up to about 12 h) in which the radial field polarity is opposite to the predominant polar field polarity: this reveals persistent folded flux. These Alfvén waves are a higher-latitude phenomenon and for the in-ecliptic data outward electron streams and heat fluxes from the hot corona have generally been used instead to infer the field line topology. Because these electrons can be scattered off irregularities, reflected by shocks or mirrored by regions of converging magnetic field lines [Gosling et al., 2001] , they are not infallible as indicators of field line topology. However, the net heat is a reliable indicator of topology and Crooker et al. [2004] find folded flux regions near Earth close to sector boundaries that last up to 53 h whereas Kahler et al. [1998] report a large number of genuine sectors (i.e., that map back to the source surface, giving outflowing electrons) with durations shorter than this. have recently shown that folded flux not only arises at current sheet crossings but also at pseudostreamers, within sectors. So what are the implications of folded flux for the two methods? If the folding remains within the plane of constant heliographic latitude, and if it does not cause false identification of the sector boundaries, then the S11 method will average them out and so they do not corrupt the OSF estimate. However, if the folding involves changes in both the heliographic latitude and longitude of the flux tube, then the satellite will not intersect all the elements of the folded flux tube and hence averaging (even over correctly identified source sectors) will not remove their effect from the OSF estimate. Some of the possibilities are illustrated in Figure 2 . On the other hand, if the folded flux tube is only intersected once, using the modulus gives the right answer but if it is intersected more than once then folded flux contributes to the excess flux ΔF. Thus, both methods have uncertainties introduced by folded flux, but the effects on the two are different depending on the latitudinal structure.
[14] Notice that the effects of the various types of latitudinally structured folded flux shown in Figure 2 are different for the two methods. Therefore, if we obtain similar results using the two methods, we can infer that such latitudinal structure of folded flux is not causing significant error: this is one example of why using both methods is advantageous.
Analysis of the Relative Contributions to Excess Flux at 1 AU by Different Time Scales
[15] In this section, we compare quantitatively the implications of the methods of S11 and LEA09 for near-Earth observations. In order to make clear how cancellation of the excess flux in the S11 method is achieved, we use three implementations of the S11 method. Initially, we obtain the polarity of the source radial field by assuming that it is always the same as that observed at the satellite (so that B RS /|B RS | always equals B R /|B R |) and gives rise to two estimates that we term <B R (+,À)> and <B R * (+,À)> (which differ only in whether or not orthogardenhouse data are included). In a third implementation of S11, we allow for differences between the source polarity (B RS /|B RS |) and that observed at the satellite (B R /|B R |) by assuming genuine source sectors cannot have short durations: this gives rise to estimates we term <B R ** (+,À)>.
[16] Figure 3 presents an analysis of the origins of differences between the results obtained using equations (4) and (5) by analyzing those differences as a function of averaging time scale t between 1 h and 27 days. This plot uses the Omni2 data set for 27 November 1963 to 1 January 2012. There are 252,423 hourly B R datapoints, an overall coverage of 63.7%. Of those, 109,002 fitted S11's criterion for sector definition (IMF vector being within 60 of predicted Parker spiral direction) and showed T field with B R < 0 (42.7% of the available data): the corresponding number for A field (B R > 0) datapoints meeting the criterion is 107,814 (43.2% of available data). The number not fitting the criterion is 35,607 (14.1%): we here refer to this as orthogardenhose data. We treat this third category two ways in implementing the S11 averaging. If we simply ignore it and average over the defined T and A sectors that do fit the criteria, we get the averages that we here denote by <B R (+,À)> t . Ignoring the orthogardenhose field is, however, somewhat unsatisfactory because it will still contribute to both the source flux and the flux threading the heliocentric sphere of radius R = R 1 , and hence neglecting it has implications for both. Although other data gaps (for example those caused by telemetry restrictions) are mainly randomly distributed with respect to the field structure, this 14.1% subset is not. In many cases, these periods are sandwiched between Figure 1b is lower than in Figure 1a , yet the field variation seen by the spacecraft is the same. two intervals of T or A field. For 9968 datapoints (28.0% of this ortho-gardenhose data and 3.9% of all available data) it was between two T sectors, and for 10950 datapoints (30.8% of the ortho-gardenhose data and 3.5% of all available data) it was between two A sectors. Ascribing these ortho-gardenhose to the surrounding sector we get a different mean that we here denote <B R * (+,À)> t which we regard as superior to <B R (+,À)> t as it achieves the cancellation of heliospherically imposed structure to a greater extent. Note that this leaves 14689 ortho-gardenhose datapoints (41.2% of the ortho-gardenhose data and 5.2% of all available data) which are either sandwiched between opposite polarity sectors or are adjacent to one or two data gaps: these are not assigned to either sector, as there is no generally reliable way to do so and are treated as a data gaps. We compare these <B R (+,À)> t and <B R * (+,À)> t estimates with the value obtained by taking the modulus <|B R | 1 > t (where the subscript 1 denotes that the modulus of hourly averaged data is taken) and to the simple average for the same interval t, <B R > t . To make sure there is no confusion, note that <|B R | 1 > t is the average over intervals of duration t of the modulus of hourly mean values of B R: it has not had any excess flux correction applied to it. Comparison of the results for <B R (+,À)> t and <B R * (+,À)> t is useful because it exemplifies quantitatively how much effect can be made by differences in the data selection employed. Comparison of the results for <B R > t and <|B R | 1 > t tells us the extent to which opposite-polarity B R is being cancelled by the averaging over each interval t (where the opposite polarity may result from either genuine source sector structure or from any of the heliospheric phenomena that contribute to excess flux: remember, we need to remove the effect of the latter while not removing the effect of the former).
[17] The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows the differences compared to the simple averages, by plotting <X-Y> (where the mean is over the entire data set) and where Y is <B R > t in all three cases and X is <|B R | 1 > t (open circles), <B R (+,À)> t (filled circles) and <B R * (+,À)> t (filled triangles). The data are divided into independent intervals t long and t was varied between 1 h and 27 days. In all three cases, the variation of <X -Y> with t is dominated by the fall in Y = <B R > t with increasing t as inward and outward field is increasingly cancelled out. On the right-hand edge of the plot (t = 27 days), the averaging is cancelling inward and outward field of the sector structure as well as smaller-scale structure. On the left-hand side of the plot at t < 10 h (marked with the vertical dashed line), the averaging is cancelling out only small-scale structure (dominated by Alfvén wave effects). Between the two is a gradual change as the relative contributions of different phenomena (including genuine sector structure) change with t. The differences between <|B R | 1 > t (open circles), <B R (+,À)> t (filled circles), and <B R * (+,À)> t, are small compared to the changes in <B R > t . These differences are investigated as a function of t in the middle panel, which shows <(<B R (+,À)> t À <|B R | 1 > t )> (filled circles) and Figure 1b , with different variations in heliographic latitude l. In each panel, the sphere is the coronal source surface; the arc AD is the trajectory of the observing satellite at r = R 1 in the frame corotating with the solar corona; the dashed circles are where the flux tube threads the heliocentric sphere of radius r = R 1 , and solid arrows give the direction of the magnetic field within those circles. Cases a, b, and c (but not d) make a contribution to the excess flux ΔF. Although averaging between A and D removes the effect of this folded flux tube in case a (in which the flux tube remains at constant latitude), it will underestimate OSF in cases b and d and overestimate it in case c.
<(<B R * (+,À)> t À <|B R | 1 > t )> (filled triangles). Although the differences are small in magnitude, their behavior with t is very different which must be caused by the inclusion of the orthogardenhose data in <B R * (+,À)> t but not in <B R (+,À)> t and the lack of in-sector cancellation by orthogardenhose flux in <B R (+,À)> t .
[18] The difference <(<B R (+,À)> t À <|B R | 1 > t )> shows a similar behavior to that in the lower panel, but is always positive, so <|B R | 1 > t is smaller than <B R (+,À)> t . Hence taking the modulus has not caused any excess flux if we take the true OSF value to be given by this implementation of the S11 method. However, if we include the ortho-gardenhose flux that can be ascribed to a sector, we find that <(<B R * (+,À)> t À <|B R | 1 > t )> is always negative. Furthermore, the difference for this case all arises at t below 10 h, i.e., it is all the effect of small-scale structure. However, Figure 3 shows that the effect on 27 day means is that <|B R | 1 > t is larger than <B R * (+,À)> t by only about 0.07 nT. This is a contribution to the excess flux; however, it is a small one. LEA09 show that the average of the difference between near-Earth (based on <|B R | 1 > t =27days ) and solar magnetograph/PFSS estimates of the unsigned coronal source flux is ΔF S = 2.2 Â 10 14 Wb. (Note that this is a mean unsigned excess flux of 1.1Â10 14 Wb and LEA09 used unsigned flux). This corresponds to a difference in radial field B R at r = r 1 = 1 AU of ΔB R = ΔF S / (4pR 1 2 ) = 0.7 nT (a level shown by the dot-dash line in the bottom panel of Figure 3 ). Thus, the excess flux in equation (5) is an order of magnitude larger than the effect of structure on time scale shorter than 10 h. Figure 3 shows that <(<B R * (+,À)> t À <|B R | 1 > t )> is reasonably constant at t 10 h and hence the combination of sector structure and heliospheric effects have very similar effects on <B R * (+,À)> t and <|B R | 1 > t at t > 10 h.
[19] However, neither <B R (+,À)> t nor <B R * (+,À)> t can account for the potential differences between the polarities of the observed and the source radial fields, B R /|B R | and B RS /|B RS |. One way to make allowance for this difference (and which can readily be automated) is to place a limit on how short in duration a genuine source sector structure can be. Hence we here derive a third variant of the S11 method, <B R ** (+,À)> t , in which we place a lower limit t lim on the duration of genuine source sectors. In this case, the source polarity (B RS /|B RS |) is taken to be the same as (B R /|B R |) except during intervals of uniform polarity at the spacecraft (B R /|B R |) that have a duration shorter than t lim : these short intervals are not considered to be genuine sectors and so they are averaged with the surrounding data. Orthogardenhose data are included, as for <B R * (+,À)> t . The value of t lim used was varied between 1 and 6 days. The results are shown by the solid lines in the top panel of Figure 3 . At t < t lim , <B R ** (+,À)> t and <B R > t are identical and so <XÀY> goes to zero on these time scales. The upper and lower dot-dashed lines are the values obtained using the modulus for t = 27 days, without and with (respectively) the excess flux correction ΔF S . It can be seen that for whole Carrington rotations (t = 27 days), approximately the same value is obtained by equation (5) as by equation (4) if t lim = 3 days is employed in the S11 method.
[20] We note several points from Figure ( 3):
[21] 1. Unless decisions are made to exclude short sectors, the difference caused by the choice of either including or excluding orthogardenhose flux in the S11 method is roughly twice the difference between the LEA09 and either of the two implementations of the S11 methods.
[22] 2. The differences between using the modulus and the two implementations of the S11 method with t lim = 0 is an order of magnitude smaller than the flux excess deduced from comparison with PFSS estimates and predicted by the kinematic correction.
[23] 3. For the implementation of the S11 method that uses orthogardenhose data with t lim = 0, all of the small difference between the S11 and LEA09 methods arises at time scales below 10 h and so is associated with B R polarity fluctuations on time scales of 1-10 h.
[24] 4. It is the decisions about what is genuine sector structure and what is not (here achieved using t lim) that causes the S11 method to eliminate the excess flux: without such decisions the modulus gives very similar results. On average, the same result is obtained by the two methods if the algorithm used is that all sectors lasting less than t lim = 3 days are not genuine source sectors. In reality, electron data show us there are genuine sectors that last less than 3 days, and hence, this is working as an overall average. Therefore, Y is <B R > t in all three cases and X is <|B R | 1 > t (open circles), <B R (+,À)> t (filled circles) and <B R * (+,À)> t (filled triangles) (see text for definitions). By way of comparison, the radial field corresponding to the mean unsigned excess flux between R= R S and R = R 1 , <ΔF S >, found by LEA09 is shown. In the middle panel, Y is <|B R | 1 > t and X is either <B R (+,À)> t (filled circles) or <B R * (+,À)> t (filled triangles). The top panel is similar to the bottom panel with Y = <B R > t , except that <B R * (+,À)> t has been converted to <B R ** (+,À)> t using assumed lower limits to genuine source sector durations, t lim , of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 days (solid lines). The open circles are for X = <|B R | 1 > t as in the bottom panel. The upper and lower horizontal dot-dash lines show, respectively, (<|B R | 1 > 27days À <B R > 27days ), and this value minus the average LEA09 correction for excess flux (<|B R | 1 > 27days À <B R > 27days À ΔF S ). the S11 method, as used here, has some similarities to the method of preaveraging over 1 day before taking the modulus: it can be made to work but there is no a priori reason for the t lim = 3 day value (in the same way, there is was not for the t av = 1 day value for the preaveraging method). It could be that the procedures to generate <B R ** (+,À)> t could be improved upon by replacing the limit t lim with a subjective decision about the location of each individual source sector boundary-however, if wrong decisions were made, this would equally degrade the accuracy of the OSF estimate. We have not attempted any such procedure as there are 1301 sector boundary crossings in this data set for t lim = 3 day and the cumulative effect of these subjective decisions would not be known. (Incidentally, these 1301 sector boundaries occur in the 654 Carrington Rotations (CRs) covered by the study, giving 1.98 per CR: if we make a simple allowance for the overall data coverage of 64%, we get an estimate of 1.98 Â 100/64 = 3.1 sectors per CR). Ideally electron data would be used to inform these decisions, but that is not always available and not always a reliable indicator.
Summary
[25] In summary, the methods of S11 and LEA09 are two alternative and valid approaches to using heliospheric field data to remotely sense the open solar flux (coronal source flux). S11 advocates the use of an algorithm to define sector structure which, in theory, removes the need to explicitly think about excess flux any further, but one has to trust that the sectors, as defined at the observing platform, accurately mirror the sector structures on the coronal source surface, that transient events are properly dealt with and that folded flux tubes remain in at one latitude. The OEA08/LEA09 alternative is to not try to define the sector structure and instead use the modulus and then study the resulting excess flux as a function of position and solar cycle phase so that it can be removed. We regard these two approaches as both valid and complementary. Both have their advantages and disadvantages and we certainly think that it is wrong and unwise to advocate one over the other. What is important is to understand them both and their implications and limitations.
[26] By definition, excess flux can arise in the heliosphere from any phenomenon that causes the polarity of the local field to flip compared to the polarity of the field line's coronal source footpoint (so that (B RS /| B RS |) = À (B R /| B R |) for that fieldline). Given that excess flux is defined using equation (4), which contains a term |B R |, the question of whether or not the modulus has "created" or merely "exposed" the excess flux is a semantic point. The more important question that we have addressed here is how the use of the mathematical operation of taking the modulus helps us to quantify OSF.
[27] Lastly, we note that the approaches of S11 and OEA08/LEA09 actually produce rather pleasingly similar results in several important respects. For example, S11 repeats his seminal work using his method to show the latitudinal constancy (of that part that maps back to the coronal source structure, normalised by the square of the heliospheric distance). Lockwood and Owens [2009] get the same result from the OEA08/LEA09 approach and are also able to show that the uncertainty in the open solar flux estimates for the use of this result is less than about 2.5%. The two approaches do not contradict each other. What is dangerous and completely unnecessary is to misrepresent either approach which can lead to them being applied in an inappropriate manner.
